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Do Now

Think back to coasts. What kind 

of engineering do we have?

Aim

 To understand the engineering methods used on rivers



Hard engineering

Hard engineering options tend to be expensive, 

short-term options. They may also have a high impact 

on the landscape or environment and be 

unsustainable.



Dams and reservoirs

• Widely used around the world

• Main functions: prevent floods, hydroelectric 

power, irrigation, food supply, recreation 

• They can control water flow and be very 

effective during heavy rain

• However, they often flood large areas of land 

destroying farming areas and meaning people 

have to move home





Channel straightening

• River can be engineered to be straight

• Usually achieved by cutting through meanders

• It speeds up the flow of the water but this can 

result to greater flooding downstream

• The streams are often lined with concreate to 

stop the channels collapsing 

• They can be damaging to the environment but 

they prevent flooding in the middle course





Embankments

• This is raising the river banks at the sides of the river

• It stops flooding and it is often used in towns and 

cities

• Concreate blocks are often used to raise the level

• Sometimes they achieve embankments by dredging 

the river channel. This is more sustainable





Flood relief channel

• Manmade channel designed to bypass urban 

areas

• During times of high flow, greater flow can be 

encouraged through opening gates

• Reduces flooding threat



Soft engineering 

Soft engineering options are often less expensive 

than hard engineering options. They are usually more 

long-term and sustainable, with less impact on the 

environment.



Afforestation

• Planting trees to stop the waters flow and 

slow down movement of water to the river 

channel

• The trees also soak up water

• This is sustainable and cheap but can take a 

long time to take effect





River restoration 

• When a river has been artificially changed it 

may be of benefit to change it back to its 

original state

• This reduces the likelihood of a major flood 

downstream





Wetlands and flood storage areas

• Wetland environments are very effective for 

storing water

• This reduces the risk of flood downstream





Floodplain zoning

• This restricts certain land use on the 

floodplains

• Areas prone to flooding can be kept clear of 

houses and industry

• Instead the areas are used for low value things 

such as pastoral farming and playing field

• This can be very difficult to implement 







Preparing for the flood

• We can try to predict floods using met office 

data

• People can prepare their homes for the flood 

for example using sandbags

• The local authorities can prepare areas

• People can leave if necessary 





Task

Complete the soft and hard engineering tables

Ext – Answer the following:

1. Why do places use a balance of hard and soft 

engineering?

2. Are certain types of engineering more 

suitable in different courses of the river?

3. Why do you think people usualy prefer spoft

engineering?



What have we learnt today?

What we will learn next…

 Flooding case study

Aim

 To understand the engineering methods used on rivers


